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Kitten is quickly losing herself and her sanity under the hands of a man claiming to be her uncle.

With her mind playing tricks on her and the emotional pain of being away from her guys, she isn't

sure how much longer she can hold on. While the guys continue to wrestle with their sorrow and

frustration, they find an unlikely accomplice that may be the key to helping them find their missing

woman. The race is on to save the one person that means everything to them. Will they be there in

time to save Kitten? If they get to her, will she still be the girl they remember and love? Join Kitten,

Remy, and the rest of the team of changed wolves as they fight to save each other and themselves.

With new faces and shocking revelations, it is bound to be a bumpy ride. Contains mature themes.
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This one kept me up until 4am so I could finish it. The story line is good, and I love the characters,

although the writing is nothing spectacular. But for some reason, I have a hard time putting these

books down. As advertised in the blurb, this is a "harem style" story with a single female and

multiple (eight) love interests. Happily, it's not a group pile-on, as so many authors devolve to. The

plot was great, although I don't feel too comfortable with the torture and starvation during her

captivity. There is a lot that goes on in the story, but I'm not a reviewer that likes to recap

blow-by-blow action-- that's why we read the stories ourselves. There is something about the

personalities that really draw me to the series, and while it can be sickly sweet at times, overall, I

love the relationships she has with each of the men in her pack. I'll be in line to get book three, as



I'm curious where the story goes next.

Okay... so I enjoyed this one just like the first but it was wayyyyy too short. For me away. It needed

something.*Spoilers below*I do think not showing Remy kill Marcus, Adam and the Doctor dude was

a big mistake. After everything they did to Kitten, the boys should have killed them together. Kitten

getting a few kicks or stabs in too. I didn't see it so it makes me think they really aren't dead.

Idk.And...I want to know where the author's head was at with who Kitten slept with first. Don't get

me wrong, I like all the boys and I'm happy she's with all of them. But it just seemed random to me. I

personally would of had her lose it to Tristian or Logan first. The author made Kitten have the most

connection with them from the start. So I thought that's what would happen.And a lot of chapters

were just talking about nonsense. That should have been shorter, we get it they have shit to do. But

it seemed like something just fill. I wanted something to happen. It could have replaced with longer

smexy time, especially the guys that really didn't get any. Or Kitten trying to find out more about her

father and mother. Her going into the locked room? Maybe that's for the next book or books. I'm not

sure. I just hope the next one is longer.Ending on those two words was gold. I had a feeling that was

coming. All in all this book was great, sometimes things just don't plan out how you seem them in

your head. I really can't wait for more! I love these characters.

After so many sleepless nights of waiting, Keeping My Pack is finally here. The book was pretty

good, though I liked the first one better and expected more from this one. Keeping My Pack starts

where the first book left off - Kitten is imprisoned by her uncle in the basement.In this book, Kitten

was a lot more fierce and her protectiveness and possessiveness over the guys was both - cute and

adoring. In Finding My Pack, she's naÃƒÂ¯ve and uncertain but throughout this book, she becomes

a lot stronger and even though it's a good thing, I missed her innocence and sometimes child-like

thinking. In the first book, Kitten was really adorable thanks to the way she saw the world but after

everything her uncle and Adam put her through - she's changed. So I did love that she became

stronger but I did miss Kitten from the first book, however I understand that she couldn't stay the

same forever.It was definitely interesting to see her change into a wolf but after what she's been

through (being kidnapped by her uncle, the torture etc.), I found it odd how quickly she overcame

her fearAll in all, I did enjoy the book but it was a rather slow read, however I do not regret reading it

because if I wouldn't have - I'd probably have died of the idea of not knowing how everything turned

out for Kitten and the guys. Can't wait for the third book:)



Keeping My Pack is the second installment of My Pack by Lane Whitt. You need to read the first

book, Finding My Pack before reading the second book.The story picks right up where kitten is

taken prisoner by Adam and her uncle. They torture and believe that sheÃ¢Â€Â™s there to service

them, but first she must submitÃ¢Â€Â¦which she isnÃ¢Â€Â™t willing to do. Will her guys be able to

save her after all sheÃ¢Â€Â™s been through, or will her spirits be broken before they can reach

her?Lane Whitt did a great job with the detail and intertwined all the males thoughts and anger

towards not knowing where Kitten was. In additional, I really enjoyed the story and their journey.

However, I donÃ¢Â€Â™t really care for the abrupt cliffhanger. The story started coming back

together when Kitten was reunited with her guys and things were going well, but then she drops a

surprise and BOOM, the story ended.Tempting Sexy Thoughts

I devoured the first book and then was so happy that this one was already available to read. I love

Kitten and her eight mates. Absolutely love them. What Marcus did to her for over two months, the

mental and physical torture was horrifying. I had a lot of trouble reading that part. I was so relieved

when they rescued her, and then felt terrible for her and the guys as they tried to get back on an

even keel. This book definitely wrung strong emotions from me. But I just loved how each of her

mates made her their world. I hate that I have to wait for the next book to come out and that I don't

even know when. Do yourself a favor and read the first book and then this one. You won't regret it.

Enjoy! Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â€

I don't know why review's give this book so poorly stars or comments.This book was amazing if you

love emotional, drama, action, love, lust, lost, sexy action, great storyline, there on pov, violence this

book is for you. It had everything I needed in a book.I hope I don't have to what 8 months for the

third book to come out and a hope it is longer like the first one that's all I have to Complain about.I

love my some Remy, Ash, Kellan, Finn, Reed,Tristan, Logan, Jace yummy they are so loving,

caring and I love how the care for Kitten.I like to say to the reader or the reviews who might what to

read this series. 8 men and 1 woman but it's not like what you think it is a one on one sex but Kellan

and Finn are twins so they don't mind sharing and it was hot ;) it's a m/f or m/f/m book and I love it

my favorite kind.
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